I. INTRODUCTION
With The Contracting State, 1 Professor Jody Freeman continues her foray into the role of private actors in government functions, an area in which she has staked her claim as a leading authority. As Freeman has elsewhere noted, private regulation can take many forms: It can involve an industry organization imposing requirements on its members, interest groups negotiating how to limit or condition private conduct that affects them, the state contracting for goods or services, or the state entering into agreements about how to implement or enforce regulations that already exist.
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The Contracting State suggests that these forms of regulatory contractual relationships all reflect some jumble of private law and public law understandings that structure the relationships between the government, regulated entities, and putative beneficiaries of these seemingly schizophrenic regulatory programs. The Contracting State does limit its analysis to bilateral contracts, 3. See Freeman, supra note 1, at 160 (noting that the bulk of The Contracting State is devoted to public-private contracts). I borrow the term "bilateral" from Daniel Farber to refer to contracts between the state and the regulated entity. See Daniel A. Farber, Triangulating the Future of Reinvention: Three Emerging Models of Environmental Protection, 2000 U. ILL. L. REV. 61, 61 (distinguishing "bilateral bargaining" between an agency and a regulated entity from other forms of voluntary regulation). Although bilateral contracts raise some interesting issues, I believe that administrative law can accommodate such contractual processes more easily than Freeman's other forms of private governance because the state ultimately retains authority and responsibility f or regulations. A scheme in which the state acts only as a facilitator for private regulation opens the process to greater abuse by the representatives of the various interest groups that participate. See generally amazing breadth of regulatory circumstances. Placing these along the continuum that The Contracting State describes, the article includes within its ambit the following types of agreements: (i) procurement contracts, (ii) contracts under which private entities perform government services, (iii) agreements between administrative agencies and regulated entities regarding implementation or e nforcement of regulations, and (iv) contracts between an agency and a private entity that specify the requirements that govern the regulated conduct of the entity.
Freeman contends that administrative law has not addressed the role of contracts in regulation. 4 She argues that regulatory contracts, or more particularly the importation of contract principles into the regulatory arena, can enhance accountability. 5 Whether that importation will increase accountability depends, in her view, on particular circumstances; she counsels that in many contexts private law may not sufficiently take into account the special role of the state in regulatory contracts. 6 Nonetheless, the tenor of her article suggests that principles of administrative law have developed without any consideration of private bargaining and, therefore, that we must develop a new administrative law, one that ensures that contractual regulation does not allow abuses by the private contractors or undermine accountability of regulatory programs. Although Freeman does not specify particular developments that would improve accountability in a world of regulatory contracts, she hints at a need to permit contractors to hold the state strictly to its contractual bargains 7 and to allow putative beneficiaries a greater role in negotiating and enforcing certain types of regulatory contracts. 8 I agree with Freeman's assessment that regulation by agreement between the state and the contractor or regulated entity adds a significant arrow to the quiver of regulatory mechanisms. Like her, I have concerns about how the courts will address such contracts. I, however, do not see contract mechanisms as a means of providing regulatory accountability, but rather as a means of avoiding the overbreadth of traditional regulation and of assigning roles required by the regulatory state to those best able to perform them. Moreover, I fear that emphasis on contract as a means of providing accountability will lead to incorporation of contract law principles that will seriously undermine the flexibility of current administrative processes. Unlike Freeman, I am not certain that administrative law's lack of Mark explicit reference to contractual processes reflects ignorance. Rather, I believe that current understandings of administrative law recognize that over the past several decades much of regulation has been implemented through contract-like processes. Moreover, current understandings seek to place such processes within a framework that allows administrative agencies leeway to structure and implement regulatory programs as they think best. So viewed, to a great extent, administrative law already accommodates bilateral bargaining processes and, with merely a little tweaking, provides sufficient accountability for most of the types of bilateral regulatory contracts that Freeman discusses. This Comment begins by reviewing the potential benefits of regulatory contracts, stressing in particular that those benefits flow from attributes of contractual relationships other than the desire to hold the government accountable for regulatory policy. The Comment goes on to describe what I consider basic understandings of the current administrative state-that the principal checks on agency policymaking are procedure and politics. Finally, the Comment considers what these understandings imply about how courts should treat government contracts. In particular, the Comment analyzes how these understandings inform when and how government contracts should be enforceable by the nongovernment party or by the public beneficiaries of the contracts for the four types of contracts Freeman identifies in her principal paper.
II. BENEFITS OF REGULATORY CONTRACTS
Agencies, like other organizations, whether public or private, have always relied on contracts for buying many of the goods and services they use while performing their tasks.
9
A private provider may enjoy an advantage from specialization because it already produces the needed good for the private market. Specialization leads to economies of scale and superior know-how, which in turn allow the private company to produce a superior product at a lower cost than could the agency. It makes no sense for an agency to produce its own office paper just because it uses a lot of it.
Private providers may enjoy the advantage of superior know-how even when the product supplied to the agency is not produced for any other users. The private company may produce similar, although not identical, products for others. Thus, for example, it is probably wise that the Air Force contracts with airplane manufacturers for its military aircraft rather than trying to design and manufacture these planes in-house.
Traditionally, agencies have been reluctant to contract out core governmental services-services that rely on the state's monopoly over the ultimate coercive powers of seizing property and arresting and confining criminals. As Freeman notes, that reluctance stems in part from the perception that there is something inherently wrong with having private entities exercise such coercive powers.
10
It may also stem from doubts about whether private companies enjoy any informational or scale advantages with respect to such services, which the government has almost always performed itself.
Nonetheless, there is a realization today that private providers may in fact have advantages even in performing such governmental services.
11
For example, consider a complex plant that the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) regulates for workplace safety. Although OSHA may well be more knowledgeable than the operator of that plant about how to apply OSHA's standards, and even about how to search a plant for violations of those standards, the operator clearly has more knowledge of the structure and operations of its particular plant. That knowledge may translate into the operator's being the cheaper and more effective monitor of regulatory violations or designer of plant-specific regulatory requirements, assuming it can be given an incentive to perform those jobs aggressively and in good faith.
12
The necessity of providing sufficient incen- tives to ensure that companies self-regulate in good faith is one crucial barrier to universal contractual regulation.
13
Contracts transferring state functions to private entities might also be desirable as a means of avoiding inefficiencies that stem from the state's monopoly position. For example, a private garbage hauler might be more efficient than a government-run operation because the private hauler has had to struggle to survive in a competitive market and therefore, unlike the government, has structured its operations to attract customers and keep costs down. The state might also hope to save costs by avoiding constitutional limitations when it transfers the exercise of its coercive powers over property and persons to a private organization. If, however, these limitations apply because of the coercive nature of the power rather than the lack of market constraints on that power, then the avoidance of these limitations by transferring the coercive power to a private entity seems inappropriate. In fact, the lack of political accountability of private entities might warrant subjecting them to greater limitations in exercising such power.
Finally, contractual regulations are desirable because they are more entity-specific than general regulations. 14 Contracts often take into account the design of an entity's plant, its location, and other unique features. Contractual regulations thus can increase regulatory benefits by deviating from the general regulations set for all similar plants. Specificity is not limited to contract; the government could adopt plant-specific regulations without resorting to voluntary contractual commitments from the regulated entity.
15
The specificity of the information needed to write such regulations and the resources needed to police them, however, pragmatically mandate that the government act in cooperation with regulated entities, 16 and entities are 13 . See AYRES & BRAITHWAITE , supra note 11, at 106; see also Stewart, supra note 11, at 1346-47 (noting that success of consensus-based regulation depends on "private parties believ [ing] [that] their interests lie in cooperation").
14. (1985) (advocating marketable permits in part on the ground that marketability puts the regulatory "information-processing burden precisely where it belongs: upon business managers and engineers who are in the best position to figure out how to cut back on their plants' pollution costs"). much more likely to cooperate if they can veto the final agency product by refusing to agree. Hence, for many government permits, which essentially are site-specific regulations, the government negotiates the details with the regulatory entity even though it is free to impose conditions in the permit without the entity's consent.
17
III. CURRENT UNDERSTANDINGS OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW Current understandings of administrative law derive from the post-World War II period that gave rise to the Administrative Procedure Act (APA).
18
In that era, a blueprint of administrative governance that can be characterized as the "public interest" model dominated conceptions about how agencies went about their job of regulating.
19
This model was bilateral in nature, with the two parties entitled to participate being the regulated entity-usually envisioned as a member of some industry-and the regulating agency. Industry members were permitted to present evidence and their views regarding the regulatory decisions that directly affected them. They were also entitled to seek judicial review to ensure that agency regulations did not undermine legislative deals that struck a balance between the interests of the industry and those of putative beneficiaries of the regulatory program. The interests of these beneficiaries were presumed to be protected by the agency. Thus, while the public technically could comment on agency-proposed rules, putative beneficiaries were not seen as proper parties to challenge agency decisions as being insufficiently protective of their interests, and they were excluded entirely from implementation and enforcement of agency regulations. 20 Under the public interest model, keys to accountability were procedural requirements and political oversight. The APA mandated ju-17. For example, in issuing a permit to allow an incidental take of an endangered species by destruction of the species' habitat, the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and a developer seeking a permit negotiate a habitat conservation plan (HCP). The plan, signed by the USFWS, the developer, and sometimes by state and local governments, binds the developer and precludes the government from imposing additional mitigation measures barring extraordinary and unforeseen circumstances. In addition, the Due Process Clause ensured that even when formal APA procedures did not apply, agencies could not deprive regulated entities of their property without first holding extensive fact-finding proceedings.
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In rulemaking, the procedures were more streamlined and did not distinguish between the interests of regulated entities and those of the public to participate in the agency proceeding. Frequently, however, regulated industries developed ongoing relationships with agency staff and the staff of congressional committees responsible for the particular programs to which these entities were subject. These relationships allowed regulated entities to pressure agencies, both directly and via the threat of congressional action.
23
The agency, however, remained responsible for the ultimate decision. Courts rarely second-guessed the substance of agency decisions.
24
Unless the regulated entity could show that the decision violated a deal struck in the agency's authorizing legislation or that the decision effected a taking of property, courts generally deferred to agency decisions.
The late 1960s saw the rise of the interest group representation model of administrative law. 25 Political scientists and economists identified the problem of agency capture, 26 and shortly thereafter entrepreneurs of grass roots activism organized broad-based interest groups with the stated goal of protecting the public in regulatory matters.
27
Courts began to reject the assumption that agencies would act to protect regulatory beneficiaries, and they created legal doctrines that gave representatives of such beneficiaries access to most administrative proceedings on par with the access enjoyed by regulated entities. For example, courts allowed putative beneficiaries to 21 intervene in licensing proceedings that would affect their interests 28 and granted them standing to bring judicial challenges of agency decisions. 29 Congress also began to place burdens on agency decisionmaking by requiring agencies to collect and analyze information on matters that would affect the public generally, such as environmental impacts.
30
Despite the decreased trust in administrative agencies that accompanied the interest group representation model, changes in administrative law did not alter the fundamental notion that agencies have broad discretion to structure and administer their regulatory programs. Judicial review of agency action under the "arbitrary and capricious" rubric granted the courts an active role in checking administrative abuses. In some instances, courts exercise their authority seemingly because they disagree with the outcome of an agency decision. But substantively, the fundamental guarantors of accountability remain procedures combined with politics. For example, the "hard look" doctrine, which many complain has hamstrung agency abilities to administer programs, 31 is fundamentally procedural in nature: it demands that an agency fully consider all relevant factors before making a decision and explain how its decision reflects those factors.
32
Rarely do courts strike down agency decisions for being unreasonable or simply wrong rather than for being unreasoned. 33 Hence, even when courts strike down a decision as arbitrary and capricious, the agency often has significant leeway to reinstate the decision if it accompanies the reinstatement with sufficient explanation.
34
If the hard look doctrine has had a significant effect on agency 28 415-17 (2000) . In some cases, the D.C. Circuit authority, it is mostly because Congress has refused to grant agencies the resources they need to perform the kind of analyses the doctrine requires for all but the most pressing problems. This, however, may not be accidental; instead, it may be Congress's way of limiting agency power, and therefore it may be entirely consistent with political accountability (at least to the extent one finds the legislature sufficiently accountable).
Judicial treatment of challenges that contend that agencies acted beyond their statutory authority also manifest the substantive leeway that current understandings grant to administrative agencies. The seminal case of NLRB v. Hearst Publications, Inc., 35 established the precedent that when Congress legislates a national solution to a regulatory problem, to the extent that Congress has not precisely defined the bounds of statutory terms, the courts should defer to the agency's construction when the agency applies the statute to resolve a particular case. 36 The notion that courts should defer to agency interpretations of statutes was further developed in Skidmore v. Swift & Co., 37 in which the Court noted the propriety of giving weight to carefully considered agency positions even when the agency was not a party to the case. In Chevron, the Court stated that in the face of statutory ambiguity or silence, courts should defer to a reasonable agency interpretation of a statute that the agency administers. 40 I admit that not all cases support the understanding that judicial review should provide limited substantive constraints on agency decisionmaking. In particular, two Supreme Court opinions that stretch to find clarity in seemingly ambiguous language 41 seem out of charachas taken to remanding rules without vacating them, which indicates some expectation that the agency can and will cure any problems in justifying the rule following remand. ter with the understanding that judicial review will play a limited role in ensuring substantive agency accountability. These cases, however, are of very recent vintage. The courts have not assessed their full implications for traditional regulatory processes, let alone contractual processes. Nor have the courts clearly accepted the teachings of these cases into administrative law doctrine.
Thus, despite these recent cases, I stick to my assertion that current administrative law understands most complex regulatory programs as reserving to the administering agency authority to exercise broad discretion, but as requiring the agency to provide access and procedures that allow all stakeholders in the program to identify and publicize their concerns with agency decisions. So long as the agency indicates that it took those identified problems seriously and did not treat them in a manner inconsistent with the agency's legislative mandate, the agency eventually will be able to act as it sees fit.
IV. ADMINISTRATIVE LAW'S ACCOMMODATION OF BILATERAL CONTRACTUAL PROCESSES
Having laid out the uses of bilateral contracts in regulatory programs and the basic foundations of current administrative law, I turn now to discuss how current law treats the various types of regulatory contractual mechanisms mentioned by Freeman. In particular, I will discuss current methods aimed at ensuring the accountability of such contract mechanisms, analyze how public law would suggest resolving some unanswered questions regarding accountability, and finally analyze the impacts that might occur were one to borrow contract law principles to increase accountability for such mechanisms.
A. Procurement Contracts
In terms of accountability, procurement contracts pose the fewest problems for the intersection of public and private law. With respect to the contractor, the government acts as any other contracting party rather than as a regulator; hence, there is usually no need to balance public law principles against those of private contract law. But even procurement contracts can be troublesome when the government, purporting to act in its regulatory capacity, makes performance of the contract impracticable or unlawful. In such a situation, two principles of contract law collide: First, in private contracts a party is excused from performance when supervening events, including regulatory change, render the party's promise to perform impracticable. 42 Second, a party to a contract cannot, however, avail itself of the im- practicability defense when its own conduct is responsible for the impracticability. 43 The first principle recognizes the need for government to address problems that warrant regulatory action, while the second protects against moral hazard.
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The solution to this collision is to distinguish between government regulatory actions justified on grounds independent of the contract and actions taken only to improve the government's position as a contractual party. In theory, this distinction may be difficult to draw, and prevention of governmental moral hazard may justify more than minimal scrutiny by the courts to ensure that regulations which render government contracts impracticable have sound justification independent of improving the government's contractual position.
45
Were one concerned only with accountability, the government would be held to the terms of its contract. But the law has generally recognized that government must have the flexibility to change regulations in response to changes in circumstances, even when its own contracts are incidentally affected.
The precise boundary between regulation motivated by the prospect of escaping contractual obligations and that prompted by independent concerns for the public interest was at the heart of the Supreme Court's recent controversial decision in United States v. Winstar Corp. 45. See Hazard & Orts, supra note 9, at 21-22. Hazard and Orts suggest that the distinction is more one of degree than kind and that it makes little sense to maintain it. They suggest that the unfairness of having the government renege on its contractual agreements warrants rejecting the distinction between government as sovereign and government as contractual party. See id. at 11. They do not, however, directly address the problems of inflexibility that would adhere to forcing the government to pay damages when it adopts regulatory changes that make contractual performance impracticable. Moreover, as long as the government is not motivated by the benefit of breaching its contracts, the unfairness Hazard and Orts perceive is no greater than the unfairness that occurs when government regulation precludes performance of purely private agreements; yet no one suggests reading the Takings and Contracts Clauses of the Constitution to require the federal and state governments to pay damages when regulatory change interferes with purely private contracts. Finally, Hazard and Orts' suggestion that contractual processes involving stakeholders somehow are more democratic than traditional modes of administrative action is fanciful because it ignores the facts that pragmatically, some affected interests will invariably be excluded from the process and that interest groups often take positions counter to the true interests of their members. See Seidenfeld, supra note 3, at 429-45; cf. Stewart, supra note 19, at 1763-64 (describing the impracticability of ensuring that all interests are represented in any interest representation conception of the regulatory process).
46. 518 U.S. 839 (1996) (plurality opinion).
(FIRREA), 47 which overrode favorable accounting treatment that the Federal Home Loan Bank Board had given to savings and loan associations (S&Ls) that had purchased the liabilities of other, failing S&Ls. Some have read the highly fractured decision in Winstar to suggest that the government will be strictly held to its contractual obligations.
48
A close reading of the opinions, however, indicates a majority consensus that the government should not be held to its contractual promise when regulation that primarily affects more than the government contracts renders performance impracticable. The plurality and concurrence seemed to agree that there should be "a rebuttable presumption that by entering a contract the Government does not promise to curtail the exercise of its sovereign power that could affect contractual performance," 49 but that "governmental action that affects only the Government's obligations on its own contracts and lacks broader regulatory effects on private contracts is unlikely to [absolve the Government of liability]." 50 Hence, outside of the unique facts of Winstar, 51 the opinions in that case reinforce the traditional understanding that the government retains leeway to pass general regulations without incurring liability for performance of ancillary contracts that is rendered impracticable by such regulation.
From the perspective of regulatory beneficiaries, procurement contracts again are not particularly problematic, albeit not for the reasons Freeman states. Freeman asserts that there are no thirdparty beneficiaries of procurement contracts. 50. Schwartz, supra note 49, at 555. 51. Winstar was decided against a background of the government's statutory obligation to pay insured account holders when S&Ls fail. Because of this obligation, although both the Bank Board contracts and FIRREA affected the likelihood of S&L failures and hence the public interest, the primary impact of both was upon the government as insurer and hence was attributable to the government as contractor rather than as sovereign. See Winstar, 518 U.S. at 868-70.
52. See Freeman, supra note 1, at 165 n.44.
versely affected. Hence, contractual provisions limiting the price of procurement benefit the public fisc and thereby benefit the taxpayer. Moreover, if the Air Force buys a plane that cannot meet the specifications stated in the contract, the national defense may be compromised. Hence, virtually every resident of the United States is a beneficiary of these specifications. One might restate Freeman's contention to read that the class of beneficiaries is so broad that it is unwise to involve the judiciary to protect them. In legal terms, the harm is generalized, hence the beneficiaries have no standing. 53 This is an accurate characterization of the law, but even if a government contract benefit would redound to a discrete class of individuals there are good reasons for barring enforcement actions by the beneficiaries. Government often has a continuing relationship with its providers and values their continuing cooperation to take advantage of future opportunities for contracting. 54 Government might even wish to exploit efficiencies that might result from modification of the very contract on which the beneficiaries would sue. The beneficiaries, however, often do not have an incentive to maintain a cooperative relationship with the provider; they may be uniquely affected by the current contract and therefore prone to resist forfeiting their benefits for the greater good of other beneficiaries of future contracts. Thus, allowing particularly identified beneficiaries to enforce government contracts is likely to chill cooperation between the government and the contractor that might be essential for the government's overall program. 
B. Contracts to Deliver Entitlements or Exercise Coercive Governmental Powers
The second type of contract Freeman identifies involves government arranging to have private entities exercise coercive governmental powers-the powers to deprive an individual of life, liberty, or property. To this category I have added contracts to have private entities deliver entitlements, because the crucial issues surrounding such contracts involve the protection of constitutional rights-either those of individuals who are coerced or those of individuals to whom the entitlement is owed.
If one ignores the impact on constitutional rights, contracts calling for private entities to exercise coercive government powers are merely a subset of procurement contracts. The government pays for a private entity to perform a service for which the contracting agency is responsible. The impact on rights is crucial, however, because such rights provide an important check on the government's exercise of such coercive power; having granted the government such extraordinary powers, the Constitution seeks to ensure that the government invokes them only in circumstances that warrant their use. 56 Since the need for rights stems from the nature of the power, it follows that the government should not be able to sidestep the limitations afforded by these rights merely by hiring an independent contractor to do the miserable deeds.
When government decisions affect individual rights, political accountability provides additional checks on abuse of the government's coercive powers. Because private contractors are not politically accountable, I would argue that they should be subject to greater constraints when making decisions affecting such rights. In fact, that seems to comport with a recent decision of the Supreme Court. In Richardson v. McKnight, 57 the Court held that guards at a prison run by a private company do not enjoy qualified immunity from good faith conduct that results in deprivations. 58 Contracts to have private entities deliver entitlements potentially raise different issues regarding constitutional protections than do 56. Upon proposing the first amendments to the Constitution, James Madison said that the object of the Bill of Rights "is to limit and qualify the powers of government, by e xcepting out of the grant of power those cases in which the government ought not to act, or to act only in a particular mode. contracts to exercise coercive power. Government entitlements would warrant treatment similar to that accorded rights that protect against misuse of the state's coercive powers if such entitlementsthe so-called new property-were considered as fundamental as traditional property and liberty interests. But by their nature they are not. 59 First, unlike deprivation of traditional liberty and property interests, the provision of entitlements does not constitute a function reserved to government. Private charities provide many of the same goods and services to the needy as do government entitlement programs. 60 Second, while traditional property interests are protected from uncompensated state confiscation by the Takings Clause, and traditional liberty interests cannot be altered by the state even if it is willing to pay compensation, the Constitution provides no barrier to the state substantively altering or even eliminating entitlements. 61 Finally, procedural protections against arbitrary deprivations of traditional property and liberty are premised on a notion of "moral justice," which aims at reaching the correct answer to whether a person violated the law before fining or imprisoning her. Procedural protections against arbitrary deprivations of entitlements, however, are premised on "bureaucratic justice," which aims to maximize benefits to the class of those entitled by law to receive them. 62 Thus, the test for whether the government has violated the Due Process Clause when depriving one of an entitlement permits agency procedures that result in remediable errors so long as the cost of the additional procedures to avoid such errors outweighs the expected cost of the deprivation to the recipient. 63 This distinction in the goals of procedural protection is another manifestation of the importance that cur-59. Even Charles Reich, who championed the recognition of government entitlements as the "new property" for both procedural and substantive purposes, was more concerned that the government would leverage such entitlements to restrict more fundamental liberties such as those guarantied in the Bill of Rights than that the denial of such entitlements would directly deprive individuals of something fundamental. rent administrative law places on allowing the agency flexibility to implement its regulatory programs efficaciously. Because the nature of power exercised by a private company under a contract to provide entitlements is not essentially governmental, whether actions by the company, even when compelled by the contract, should be subject to constitutional limitation is a difficult issue. On the one hand, contracting out the task of providing entitlements diffuses the role of the government. Because the government no longer controls individual determinations of eligibility for entitlements, such contracting renders unlikely the threat of implementation that, sub rosa, reflects illegitimate factors. 64 Hence, to the extent constitutional rights protect against government overstepping its legitimate powers, there is no need to hold contractors to be state actors. On the other hand, the value of the entitlement to those receiving it is no less important because it is actually delivered by a private entity. Hence, to the extent that constitutional protections guard the beneficiaries, as a class, from arbitrary implementation, these protections should apply to the private provider just as they would if the government had implemented the program itself. Supreme Court cases addressing whether private conduct constitutes state action have generally drawn the line at actions that are attributable to the state and situations where the state, along with the private actor, is involved in the actual decision that the plaintiff alleges violates his rights. 65 The Court, however, has yet to resolve the extent to which private contractors distributing entitlements on behalf of the state constitute state actors. 66 64. See Reich, supra note 59, at 760-64 (discussing the potential for government to leverage entitlements to force individuals to forfeit rights).
65. See Lugar v. Edmondson Oil Co., 457 U.S. 922, 937 (1982); see also American Mfrs. Mut. Ins. Co. v. Sullivan, 526 U.S. 40, 50 (1999) (holding that an initial denial of insurance benefits by a private insurance company under a regulatory program requiring employers to obtain workers' compensation insurance was not state action, even though the state specified the precise bounds of covered claims).
66. Freeman suggests that in Shalala v. Grijalva, 526 U.S. 1096 (1999), the Court determined that decisions by health management organizations (HMOs) regarding Medicare coverage pursuant to contracts with the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) were not state action. See Freeman, supra note 1, at 185 n.126. As she noted, however, the Supreme Court merely vacated the court of appeals' decision that such decisions were state action and remanded with instructions to reconsider the case in light of American Man ufacturers Mutual Insurance Co. v. Sullivan, 526 U.S. 40 (1999). See id.; see also Shalala, 526 U.S. at 1096. In Sullivan, the Court noted that the decision involved regulated insurance benefits that had always been provided by private insurers. Hence, the Court's decision granting certiorari, vacating, and remanding simply ask s the lower courts to address the HMO contractor situation in light of its recent opinion regarding workers compensation insurance, and it does not hold that HMO decisions regarding Medicare benefits are not state action.
The most relevant decision regarding conduct by contractors of the state is Rendell-Baker v. Kohn, 457 U.S. 830 (1982) . In that case, the Court held that the firing of a vocational counselor in a private school for troubled youth was not state action, even though the counselor's position was funded by the state and most of the school's funding came from Regardless of how one comes out on the state action question, the goal of bureaucratic justice that undergirds due process requirements for entitlements suggests that contracts intended to avoid problems related to the state's monopoly position may not warrant application of due process protections to the private contractor. The position of the contractor in a competitive market may provide adequate protection for the class of intended beneficiaries of the entitlement program.
C. Settlement Agreements for Enforcement Actions
A third type of regulatory contract Freeman identifies consists of agreements between an administrative agency and a regulated entity regarding enforcement of the agency's regulatory program. Such agreements typically occur after an agency has identified a violation of the statute or regulations that it administers. Instead of commencing a judicial or administrative action seeking a fine from the violator, the agency invites the violator to negotiate an agreement regarding future compliance, payment of penalties, or voluntary restrictions of conduct or provision of benefits, which the agency often has no authority to order directly. 67 From the perspective of the violator, the other party to these settlement agreements, the agreements may be problematic because they allow the agency to leverage its implementation and enforcement discretion to cajole conduct that Congress did not explicitly authorize the agency to order. Some have objected to this use of agency discretion because public choice theory cautions that agencies have an incentive to use such leverage to maximize their power, and there are seemingly bounds on what an agency may legitimately require in such voluntary agreements. 68 If I am correct in reading the primary constraints on agency conduct as procedural and political, the use of such agreements is, in theory, not problematic. So long as the agency gives affected groups an opportunity to participate in negotiating such agreements, justifies the ultimate agreement it reaches in terms of the statutory provisions the agency implements and the situation it faces, and does not contravene any explicit statutory prohibition, then the agency has afforded opponents an opportunity to marshal political support against its program and has not acted in disregard of any direct legislative pronouncement on the i ssue. In many contexts, however, agency procedures fail to provide a visible process that allows those affected to make their concerns known to the agency and ultimately to Congress. In almost all contexts, enforcement settlements either are not judicially reviewable at all or receive at most a soft glance, rather than a hard look, from reviewing courts.
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Enforcement settlement agreements also raise interesting questions from the perspective of the purported beneficiaries of regulatory programs. Such agreements implicitly treat regulations as imperfect but malleable instruments for implementing regulatory policy.
70
A general regulation may be ill-suited for a particular plant; the plant owner may serve the goals of the agency's regulatory program more effectively and at a lower cost by taking actions different from those mandated by the regulation.
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A well-publicized example involved application of a Clean Air Act regulation aimed at reducing benzene emissions to an Amoco oil refinery. 72. This instance of bargaining over enforcement to achieve an environmentally and economically superior outcome was brought to popular attention by a best seller bemoaning the extent to which regulatory rigidity undermined common sense. See PHILIP K. HOWARD, THE DEATH OF COMMON SENSE: HOW LAW IS SUFFOCATING AMERICA 7 (1994). Howard recounts a situation where an EPA rule, implemented after years of development, required specific equipment to be put in smoke stacks in order to filter benzene. See id. Amoco Oil Company spent an estimated $31 million at its Yorktown, Virginia, refinery to comply with the rule. See id. However, later discussion between Amoco and EPA officials led to the realization that the rule was almost completely ineffective in practice, as the benzene was primarily emitted at the loading docks rather than at the smokestacks. See id. "Once EPA and Amoco officials . . . realized the problem, the solution was easy and relatively inexpensive. Meanwhile, pursuant to the rigid dictates of a thirty-five-page rule that many government experts had spent years fine-tuning, Amoco had spent $31 million to capture an insignificant amount of benzene at the smokestack." Id.
ginally.
73
Amoco agreed to take precautions against leaks at the docks where gasoline was loaded into barges, thereby providing significantly greater reductions in benzene emissions at a much lower cost.
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A plant may find compliance difficult for reasons beyond its control, and the agency may decide that it is not in the public interest to force the plant to close down. The enforcement action settlement process recognizes the potential weaknesses in general regulations and views the enforcement process as a subsequent stage in the process of designing regulations that are tailored to the particular context in which they will apply.
Given that enforcement settlement is really part of the process of tailoring regulation, beneficiaries of the regulatory program have a strong claim for inclusion in settlement negotiations. There is no guarantee that the agency will represent beneficiaries' regulatory interests in the settlement. Agency staff may be softer on violators than is warranted simply to avoid the extra work that flows from having to maintain a credible threat of actually bringing an enforcement action. More generally, the agency may negotiate for idiosyncratic benefits in return for a promise not to prosecute, rather than benefits that actually accrue to the intended beneficiaries of the regulatory program.
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In fact, one study of enforcement suits concluded that regulated entities often viewed the enforcement process as an opportunity to bargain with regulators free from influence by regulatory beneficiaries. 76 Thus, lessons of public choice theory and political science about agency capture and malaise support inclusion of representatives of regulatory beneficiaries in this process. Nonetheless, administrative law has generally not included putative beneficiaries of regulatory programs in the administrative enforcement process. Despite some early rumblings by the Supreme Court suggesting that individuals sometimes could sue an agency to enforce the law, (1994) , obligated the Secretary of Labor to give reasons for failing to file suit on behalf of a candidate for a union office who alleged a violation of the Act, and that the Secretary's decision not to sue was subject to judicial review to determine whether it was arbitrary and capricious or contrary to law). [Vol. 28:215 Chaney 78 sent a strong message that regulatory enforcement was committed to agency discretion by law and hence was unreviewable.
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The need for greater participation of beneficiaries in the enforcement settlement process would seem to support Freeman's implicit pitch for using contract principles to increase agency accountability. One mechanism that would empower beneficiaries would be to authorize them to sue on behalf of the government for injunctions against continued violations. There are, however, countervailing concerns. As described earlier, the benefits of regulatory contracts often derive from cooperation between the regulated entity and the agency in a continuing relationship. The agency benefits by getting information from a regulatory violator that makes enforcement much easier and the ultimate remedy efficient. Agencies generally do not have resources to enforce all of their regulations, and having to deal with an industry of recalcitrant regulated entities exacerbates the drain enforcement places on dear regulatory resources. 80 Hence, the agency may sacrifice achieving immediate compliance for cooperation that will help maintain overall compliance with its regulatory program. Interest groups that represent beneficiaries often do not have the same goal of ensuring that the regulatory program operates effectively overall. Unlike the agency, a local interest group organized to promote a single goal related to regulatory compliance, like ensuring that no hazardous substances leak from a particular hazardous waste disposal facility, has little incentive to take into account the greater public good that can come from compromising on enforcement.
The reasons such interest groups might not be willing to compromise to serve the public interest are legion. First, the benefit from compromise may come at another locale, so that the group's members are best served by intransigent enforcement. Second, the nature of the benefits may be unrelated to the goals of the group. Hence, the group leaders will not get credit for compromising in order to secure such benefits, which would decrease the attractiveness of the group to potential members. Since group leaders have their own interests in seeing the group maintained, they might forfeit these other benefits, even though they go in part to group members, to avoid threats to the continued viability of the group. 81 Finally, a subset of individuals may be dedicated to fighting the industry "bad guys." Members of these hard-core interest groups are likely to take satisfaction in stopping enforcement settlements altogether. Thus, they have an incentive to sue, regardless of the nature of the violation and the cost to society from preventing it.
The analysis above suggests a return to the fundamental understanding of administrative law-that stakeholders should have access to make their arguments, but not power to dictate final regulatory outcomes. Citizen suit provisions, which are included in numerous regulatory acts and almost every environmental statute, provide a mechanism that, at least theoretically, can achieve this understanding. Citizen suits permit any group with standing to sue to enjoin a regulatory violation and generally allow the group to recover attorney fees and costs for its effort.
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Virtually all citizen suit provisions, however, provide that suit may be commenced only after the plaintiff has given the agency administering the statute notice, and only if the agency has not itself commenced a judicial enforcement action against the alleged violator. If the agency brings its own action for enforcement, interest groups that might otherwise sue generally can intervene in the agency action. 85 Hence, such groups have an opportunity to comment on any proposed court-approved settlement of the enforcement action. 86. Although the agency and the regulated entity can settle the matter out of court, settlements that are not cemented into some judicial order are difficult to enforce. In particular, it is doubtful that an entity could enjoin subsequent prosecution by the government based on an out-of-court settlement. Hence, almost all enforcement-action settlements are reflected in consent decrees. Perhaps more importantly, if the agency and regulated entity decide to forego judicial approval of the settlement, an interest group can file a subsequent citizen suit and argue that the settlement demonstrated that the agency prosecution was not diligently prosecuted. Compare Atlantic States Legal Found., Inc. v. Pan Am. Tanning Corp., 993 F.2d 1017, 1022 (2d Cir. 1993) (allowing a citizen suit for monetary penalties, but not injunctive relief, despite local officials having settled for fines of $6600), with Atlantic States Legal Found., Inc. v. Eastman Kodak Co., 933 F.2d 124, 127 (2d Cir. 1991) (dismissing a citizen suit for injunctive relief where a state administrative settlement resulted in state court-imposed fines of $2 million and the prospect of future violations was essence, by authorizing private entities to enjoin violations, but allowing the agency to block such suits by bringing its own actions, citizen suit provisions check against agency dereliction of prosecutorial duties in a manner that allows affected interest groups to state their concerns before a court; but they do not allow these groups the ultimate decision about whether and when compliance should occur.
Citizen suits have not always worked to encourage the agency to make responsible enforcement decisions after input from stakeholders-that is, to deliberate over enforcement settlements. A major problem with citizen suits today is the underfunding of agency enforcement. Agencies do not have the resources to file their own actions in every citizen suit that the agency believes warrants settlement. 87 Instead, citizen suits have been used to provide meaningful enforcement without the agency having to spend its resources. 88 Some increase in funding for enforcement is probably necessary if citizen suit provisions are to result in deliberative settlements. Another barrier to meaningful input into settlements by stakeholders is the reluctance of the courts to review settlements of enforcement actions with any rigor. 89 Because enforcement involves the prioritization of agency resources, courts are loathe to get actively involved in the process even once the agency has brought an action.
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If courts viewed the settlement process as part of an ongoing process of regulatory design, they might be willing to apply review akin to the hard look doctrine to enforcement action settlements. That review would go a long way toward making the agency take the concerns of affected interest groups seriously when negotiating such settlements. 91 
D. Contractual Regulations
The formulation of provisions that, ex ante, specify the bounds of the regulated entity's conduct is the last type of regulatory contract Freeman identifies. The conventional wisdom is that until recently agencies rarely used such contractual regulations, but they now have become staples of regulatory reinvention programs such as the EPA's Project XL. 92 Project XL, however, has prompted significant criticism from environmental interest groups. 93 National groups have little incentive to participate in projects with only local significance, and local groups often do not have the expertise to counter the factual assertions of the project sponsors. 94 Perhaps more importantly, the sponsors get to select which stakeholders to involve in the negotiating process and ultimately the extent to which they can participate. 95 Virtually all sponsors have limited involvement by environmental interest groups to ensure that groups with a reputation for taking a hard line against development are not directly involved in negotiating the agreement. 96 Hence, Project XL may not be a good template for involvement of stakeholders in the process of negotiating contractual regulations.
Instead of emulating experimental programs like Project XL, regulators may do better by taking a close look at some traditional regulatory programs. Many traditional regulatory programs require companies to obtain permits before operating, and the permitting process in fact, if not in theory, actually involves contractual regulation. Under most permit programs, the applicant for a permit must meet some objective minimal standard. If the applicant meets that standard, the agency often has discretion to structure the permit to further broad statutory goals. The process of formulating a permit almost always involves the agency working with the applicant to achieve what is best for the program and the applicant. In other words, the agency and the applicant often negotiate permit requirements, and the applicant only obtains a permit if both it and the agency agree to those requirements. 97 Under some permitting programs, the agency negotiates the details of the permit with the applicant and then provides notice of its intent to issue the permit. Stakeholders may then be provided an opportunity to comment on the permit before the agency issues it, and permits are subject to judicial review as final agency action. 98 This permitting process generally implements administrative law's fundamental requirement of meaningful opportunity for stakeholder participation, with ultimate responsibility remaining with the agency. The process does, however, suffer two weaknesses. First, stakeholder involvement may come at too late a stage to have much chance at influencing the mandates in a permit. 99 Once the agency and the applicant have agreed to the details of the permit, the agency is unlikely to reopen issues it considered resolved because of the concerns of affected third parties. Second, even were the agency to allow earlier input about the substance of a permit by stakeholders, there may not be sufficient publicity about the application for the permit and the potential impact of the applicant's proposed operations to generate significant stakeholder involvement at these early stages. But minor tweaking of the process-imposing obligations on the permit-issuing agency to inform the public prior to negotiating the proposed permit and to identify and invite to the negotiation groups affected by the applicant's proposed activity-would significantly alleviate these shortcomings. of this weapon and that perhaps public law should allow greater opportunities for private enforcement of government contracts, both by the other parties to the contracts and by those intended to be benefitted by them.
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This Comment suggests that although administrative law doctrine rarely explicitly recognizes contract as a regulatory mechanism, that doctrine includes understandings that allow for the use of contracts as a regulatory mechanism. These understandings, however, suggest that increasing the ability of private entities to enforce government contracts is not an appropriate mechanism for holding agency policy democratically accountable.
